As animals locomote, their motor actions can directly affect sensory function, causing self-induced, or "reafferent," sensory neural responses. Unchecked, reafference can interfere with or otherwise influence the experience of externally derived or "exafferent" sensory cues. Furthermore, behaviors causing reafference can be an integral component of active sensory sampling strategies. For example, saccadic eye movements continually shift the retinal image in a ballistic fashion to interrogate the visual environment and yet visual experience is perceived as stable. This visual stabilization likely occurs because the superior colliculus sends information about eye-movement commands to the frontal eye field of the cortex ([@r1]). Such motor-to-sensory pathways are referred to as corollary discharge circuits (CDCs), which are a class of forward circuits that specifically provide information about motor activity to sensory systems, allowing them to account for behavior-induced effects on sensory function. CDCs can provide precisely timed facsimiles of motor commands (i.e., an efference copy) to modulatory-like signals that represent current or pending changes in behavioral state ([@r2]). While all CDCs provide motor information to sensory systems, they can be further classified based on their functional consequences on sensory processing. CDCs that filter out reafferent inputs or inhibit sensory-driven reflexes (e.g., refs. [@r3] and [@r4]) are classified as lower-order CDCs, while those that predict, stabilize, facilitate sensory signal analysis, or sensory motor learning (e.g., refs. [@r5] and [@r6]) can be classified as higher-order CDCs ([@r2]). Given their fundamental role in sensory-motor interactions, evidence of CDCs have been observed in vision ([@r2], [@r5][@r6]--[@r7]), hearing ([@r4], [@r8], [@r9]), and the sensing of body posture ([@r10], [@r11]), and their failure likely underlies sensory hallucinations in schizophrenia ([@r12]), Parkinson's disease ([@r13]), and dyspnea ([@r14]). Indeed, CDCs have been characterized to some degree in nearly every sensory domain except olfaction, and to date no higher-order CDC has been described in any invertebrate nervous system.

Like eye saccades in vertebrates, active olfactory sampling behaviors, such as sniffing, antennal and tongue flicking, and wing beating are periodic ([@r15]). These active sampling behaviors increase airflow and turbulence around the olfactory epithelium, inducing a mechanosensory component to olfactory neural responses observable even in the absence of odor ([@r16][@r17][@r18]--[@r19]). In the hawkmoth *Manduca sexta* and other related insects, wing beating, in addition to casting back and forth through odor plumes, is an important component of active odor-sampling behavior ([@r20][@r21]--[@r22]). Wing beating can generate substantial oscillatory airflow over the antennae ([@r23]) and vibrates the antennae at the frequency of the beating wing during flight ([@r24]). This implies that during odor-guided flight, olfactory sensory neurons on the antennae are periodically exposed to odorant molecules in higher velocity flows induced by wing beating, presumably enhancing odor--receptor interactions ([@r21]). Far from hindering moths, periodic odor stimulation is readily tracked by both local interneurons (LNs) and projection neurons (PNs) of the antennal lobe (AL; the primary olfactory network) up to but not beyond ∼28 Hz, the maximum wing-beat frequency of this species ([@r25]). Pulsed delivery of odors elicits more distinctive AL odor representations relative to continuous odor stimulation ([@r18]), and appears to be required for several moth species to track and locate odor sources ([@r20], [@r26], [@r27]). In theory, the ability to track odors presented in the wing-beat frequency range could arise from purely feedforward mechanisms ([@r28]). However, AL neural tracking of stimuli presented across the wing-beat frequency range (0--28 Hz) requires neural connectivity between flight motor circuits in the thoracic neuromeres and the AL ([@r25]), suggesting that motor centers may directly influence the temporal resolution of the olfactory system. The only known connection between the flight-motor pattern-generating centers and the olfactory system in *M. sexta* is a single pair of mesothoracic to deutocerebral histaminergic (HA) neurons (MDHns); these cells represent the exclusive source of HA in the AL ([@r29], [@r30]). Within each AL of *M. sexta*, ∼16 predominantly GABAergic LNs express the HA-B receptor (MsHisClBr) and collectively these LNs ramify all AL glomeruli, whereas the HA-A receptor was not observed ([@r30]). In arthropods, there are only two known HA receptors (HA-r), both of which are fast inhibitory ionotropic Cl^−^ channels ([@r31][@r32]--[@r33]), suggesting that MDHns disinhibit the AL network when active.

Adult *M. sexta* primarily fly to locomote and use their legs to grasp objects that they land upon; this suggests that MDHn function primarily relates to flight behavior. Consistent with this, the MsHisClBr is not expressed within the larval antennal center ([@r30]), despite the MDHns being present and projecting to these centers across all larval stages. This implies that this circuit only becomes functional in adults and takes on a flight-related role. In most insects, the MDHns project to the subesophageal zone and antennal mechanosensory and motor center (AMMC). However, in nocturnally active plume-tracking insects, like caddisflies ([@r34]) and moths, the MDHns innervate the AL as well ([@r35]). Interestingly, this circuit appears to have been lost in closely related butterflies ([@r35]), which are diurnal and differ from moths in their flight mechanics and relative reliance on visual, rather than olfactory cues. The MDHns are therefore excellent candidates for a CDC between flight sensory motor centers in the ventral nerve cord and the olfactory system in the moth brain; however, neither their function during flight nor their functional role in olfactory processing and odor-guided behavior is known.

Here we demonstrate that the MDHns function as a higher-order, flight-to-olfactory CDC. We show that MDHn spiking activity is positively correlated to the ongoing level of wing-motor output and increased MDHn spike rate precedes bouts of motor output. Furthermore, increasing AL HA enhances entrainment to olfactory stimuli presented within the wing-beat frequency range, while disrupting AL HA-r function or removing MDHn input reduces entrainment. Finally, disruption of AL HA-r function decreases olfactory acuity in behavioral detection and discrimination threshold assays. Collectively, these results lead to the conclusion that during flight, the MDHns which likely disinhibit the AL network, up-regulate AL entrainment to the stimulus temporal structure, thereby enhancing olfactory acuity in behavioral assays. MDHns therefore do not filter the effects of wing-beat--induced sensory reafference from the neural response, as would be the case in a lower-order CDC. Rather, the MDHns up-regulate the ability of the olfactory system to entrain to the temporal features of the odor stimulus and enhance the ability of moths to both detect and discriminate between odors. Thus, these results appear to represent a higher-order motor-to-olfactory CDC.

Results {#s1}
=======

MDHn Activity Is Positively Correlated with Forewing Motor Output. {#s2}
------------------------------------------------------------------

The MDHns arborize throughout the dorsal aspect of the mesothoracic neuromere, which along with the metathoracic neuromere, house flight central pattern-generating circuitry, including wing sensory input ([@r36][@r37]--[@r38]). To characterize the relationship between the MDHns and wing-motor output, we developed an approach that leaves the entire central nervous system intact, exposing the mesothoracic neuromere where all sensory motor nerves emanating from the thoracic neuromeres were sectioned for stability; this also allowed us to make intracellular recordings from individual MDHns while simultaneously recording forewing depressor and elevator motor neuron output from the trunk IIN1b fiber using a suction electrode ([@r39]) ([Fig. 1*A*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}). Intracellular electrode guidance to MDHns was visually blind, but spike shape and a tonic firing pattern guided selection of specific cells for recording. Each recorded cell was dye-filled, and HA-immunolabeling was used to confirm that an MDHn was recorded ([Fig. 1*B*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}).

![MDH activity is correlated with flight-motor patterns. (*A*) Schematic of key components of the moth CNS, including the AL, subesophageal zone (SEZ), and AMMC and the pterothoracic ganglion (PTG), which includes the fused mesothoracic and metathoracic neuromeres. Also highlighted is our experimental approach, which included the simultaneous intracellular recording of an MDHn (blue) and suction electrode recording of the IIN1b nerve fiber (red), while wing-motor output is driven from the flight central pattern generator (red circle) via bath-applied chlordimeform (50 µM). (*B*) HA immunolabeling (green) of the MDHns with the intracellularly recorded MDHn filled with Alexa 568 (magenta; magnification = 20×). *Inset* below is a zoom-in of two distinct cell bodies labeled. (*Left*) Both laser channels. (*Center*) Alexa 568 channel showing a single filled cell body and primary neurite. (*Right*) HA channel showing the two cell bodies and primary neurites of the MDHn pair. Complete spatial overlap confirms the recording was of a MDHn. (*C*~*i*~) Superimposition of the smoothed instantaneous spike rate of the recorded MDHn (blue) and the raw extracellular recording of the IIN1b fiber (red). Dashed rectangle highlights the time sample shown in *C*~*ii*~, which shows the raw spike trains for both traces. Note that the MDH spike rate always increases just before and during bouts of wing motor output. (*D*) Plot of *z*-score normalized spike rate for MDH (blue) and IIN1b (red) across 10 min of continuous recording, demonstrating that as IIN1b activity increases over time, so too does MDH spike rate (*r* = 0.71). (*E*) Scatterplot of *z*-score normalized spike rate of MDH and IIN1b. Linear regression (*n* = 4 recordings/738 points; *R*^2^ = 0.09, *r* = 0.30). (*F*) Mean spike rate from epochs where the IIN1b was quiet versus producing wing-motor output from the recording highlighted in *C*. Error bars represent the SE. Statistical comparisons between states indicates corresponding significant increase in both IIN1b and MDH (Welch's *t* test; *n* = 8 recording segments; \**P* \< 0.05). (*G*) Cross-correlation between MDH and IIN1b firing rates using Gaussian smoothing windows ranging in width from 2 ms to 1,000 ms. Note that for smoothing widows within typical spike integration times (2--5 ms), there is no correlation between measures.](pnas.1722379115fig01){#fig01}

All recorded MDHns (*n* = 5) produced highly stereotyped spike waveforms and were tonically active even in the absence of motor output ([Fig. 1*C*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}). In four of the five animals we were able to the hold intracellular recording long enough to induce wing-motor output via bath application of chlordimeform (10^−5^ M), an effective and selective octopamine agonist known to reliably induce fictive flight in insects, including *M. sexta* ([@r36]). In all cases MDHn tonic spike frequency was positively correlated with the presence and strength of wing-motor output ([Fig. 1 *C*--*G*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}). This correlation could indicate that the MDHns receive input from motor circuitry or that chlordimeform directly affects the MDHns in parallel with motor circuitry. However, increases in MDHn firing rate were coupled to individual brief bouts of wing-motor output ([Fig. 1*C*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}), suggesting that MDHn activity was coupled to motor output per se and not necessarily chlordimeform application. This also suggests that MDHns were driven by network components that produce and regulate the initiation and cessation of wing-motor output. In cases where wing-motor output increased or otherwise remained tonically active on a time scale of minutes, MDH activity increased in coordination with gradual increases in motor output ([Fig. 1*D*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}). Mean normalized spike rate of both MDHn and IIN1b were positively correlated across all recordings ([Fig. 1*E*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}) and manually segmenting recordings into epochs of wing-motor output versus "quiescence" ([*SI Materials and Methods*](http://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1722379115/-/DCSupplemental)) demonstrated a significant increase in MDHn spike rate during wing-motor output ([Fig. 1*F*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, the activity of MDHns represents a corollary of wing-motor output.

MDHn activity could provide two types of information about wing-motor output. MDHn spiking activity could be a precise efference copy of wing-motor function (indicative of a lower-order CDC), or rather than encoding precise wing movement, MDHn spiking activity could reflect the current behavioral state of the flight-motor network (observed in higher-order CDCs). Cross-correlation analysis revealed no temporally precise spiking relationships between the recorded motor-output fiber and MDHn ([Fig. 1*G*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}). Rather, MDHn activity preceded bouts of motor activity by ∼100 ms and the correlation between MDHn and IIN1b spiking was only evident when data were smoothed across 25 ms or more ([Fig. 1*G*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}), indicating that MDHn spiking activity and flight-motor output were correlated on a slower timescale. Thus, while MDHn and wing-motor output appear to be driven by an at least partially overlapping circuitry, the MDHns do not represent a precise efference copy per se. This is further supported by the observation that in all MDHn recordings, there was persistent tonic spiking in the absence of motor output. Thus, MDHns appear to encode changes in behavioral state.

AL Neural Entrainment to Stimulus Temporal Structure Is Modulated by Histamine. {#s3}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

MHDns increase their spiking activity during wing-motor output, thus it stands to reason that HA release in the AL increases as well. We next asked whether HA release from the MDHns, which are the exclusive source of HA in the AL of *M. sexta* ([@r30]), affects neural responses to temporally patterned odor stimulation that simulates the periodic flow effects induced by wing beating ([@r23]). We therefore used extracellular tetrodes to record simultaneously from multiple individual AL neural units ([@r40]) while stimulating the antenna with a single odorant (either 2-hexanone or 2-octanone). Odor was presented in blocks of five 500-ms-long 20-Hz pulse trains using a 50% duty cycle (i.e., 25-ms on and 25-ms off) and 10 s between each train of a block. This was repeated every 2 min for 30 min. After the first block, the moth received one of the three treatments ([Fig. 2*A*](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}). On average 18--22% of AL neural units within each group entrained to odor pulse trains. Based on their spiking characteristics, these units can be putatively classified as PNs ([@r41]). First, to disrupt HA function, we bath-applied the HA-r antagonist cimetidine (500 µM) ([Fig. 2*A*](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}). In many units that were initially able to entrain to 20-Hz pulsed stimuli, cimetidine application decreased their ability to entrain to stimulus temporal structure. For example, the unit depicted in [Fig. 2*B*](#fig02){ref-type="fig"} initially responded reliably to all 10 pulses of the pulse train across all five repeats, as indicated by 10 prominent peaks in the histogram. After cimetidine application, the same unit failed to reliably entrain to the stimulus; it failed to respond to the first two pulses then consistently responded to three, perhaps four subsequent pulses. To evaluate the ability of units to entrain to the 20-Hz pulse trains, we calculated power spectral densities for each unit in response to each stimulus block, then calculated the integrated power from 18 to 22 Hz ([@r25]). Cimetidine application significantly decreased the mean integrated power across units over time indicating that, relative to time matched controls, the ability of units to entrain to pulsed odor had degraded within 6 min of application ([Fig. 2*C*](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}). If blocking HA-r function reduces the ability of AL neurons to entrain to pulsed stimuli, it stands to reason that removing input from the sole source of HA in the AL (the MDHns) ([@r30]) should have the same effect. Therefore, our second approach was to sever the neck connective in a second group of moths, thus axotomizing the two MDHn axons therein ([Fig. 2*A*](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}). As with cimetidine application, we observed that in moths where the neck connectives were cut, units that were initially able to reliably track pulsed odor were less able to track over time relative to time-matched sham surgery controls (e.g., [Fig. 2*D*](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}). Across the population this manifests as a significant reduction in integrated power around the pulsing frequency within 16 min ([Fig. 2*E*](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}). It is important to note that entrainment across the population was not completely lost in either case. Rather, there was a loss of responses to individual pulses of a train ([Fig. 2*B*](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}, red box) and the relative degradation in ability of the cell to produce discrete bursts to individual pulses separated by interstitials with no spiking ([Fig. 2*D*](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}, before vs. after). Finally, if disrupting the MDH circuit degrades the temporal fidelity of odor encoding, bath application of HA should have the opposite effect. Therefore, in a final group of moths HA (50 µM) was bath-applied during pulsed odor stimulation ([Fig. 2*A*](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}). Within 4 min of initiating HA application, the ability of individual units within the ensemble to entrain to the stimulus temporal structure increased, and in some instances units that did not initially entrain to odor pulses were recruited into the population of entrained units (e.g., [Fig. 2*F*](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}). Across the population, we observed a significant increase in mean integrated power at the pulsing frequency relative to controls ([Fig. 2*G*](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}). This HA-induced increase in power only occurs at the pulse frequency and does so as the overall population spiking response to the pulse trains increases as well ([Fig. S1](http://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1722379115/-/DCSupplemental)). These results collectively indicate that MDHn release of HA within the AL enhances entrainment to the stimulus temporal structure as opposed to filtering out the reafference. This again supports the notion that this circuit be classified as a higher-order CDC ([@r2]).

![HA enhances entrainment of AL PNs to rapidly pulsed odor. (*A*) To evaluate the effect of MDHn HA release on the ability of AL PNs to entrain to pulsed stimuli, we performed three experiments, each in separate groups of animals. For all experiments, multichannel electrodes were placed into the AL and multiunit recordings were made while the ipsilateral antenna was stimulated with a block of five 500-ms-long stimulation at 20-Hz pulse trains every 2 min for a total of 15 presentations. After the first block of pulse trains, animals were challenged with an experimental treatment. (*Left*) In the first experiment, to disrupt HA-r function we bath-applied 50 µM cimetidine (CIM) in saline vehicle continuously over the course of the experiment. (*Center*) In the second experiment of animals, to remove intrinsic HA input from the MDHns the neck connective was cut, thereby axotomizing the MDHns. (*Right*) In the third experiment of animals, direct bath application of HA (50 µM) in saline vehicle was used to simulate increased MDHn output during flight. Exemplar peristimulus rasters and histograms for the baseline responses (before) and during/after cimetidine (*B*), neck connective cut (*D*), and HA (*F*) treatments. Mean integrated power from 18 to 22 Hz by time across all recorded neurons that entrained to the pulsed odor at some point during cimetidine (*C*), neck connective cut (*E*), and HA (*G*) treatments. Error bars represent the SE. Results plotted as a function of time since treatment. Power was normalized by dividing mean power from each block by the mean baseline (pretreatment block) power. Arrows indicated the first block where there was a significant difference in power between experimental and control treatments (Welch's *t* test for two samples with unequal variance; *P* \< 0.05). Regressions are second order polynomials. Red rectangle (*B*) highlights the loss of responses to the first two pulses as a consequence of cimetidine relative to pretreatment.](pnas.1722379115fig02){#fig02}

Olfactory Acuity Is Histamine Dependent. {#s4}
----------------------------------------

The capacity for the olfactory system to guide behavior is fundamentally dependent on its ability to detect and identify (i.e., discriminate) important odors. Simulating wing-beat--induced flows enhances both separation of neural representations of different odors ([@r18]) and olfactory acuity in behavioral assays ([@r25], [@r42]). Therefore, we predict that because this CDC enhances odor processing, it will likewise enhance behavioral measures of odor detection and discrimination. Two behavioral assays were used to determine if HA circuit function contributes to the detection and discrimination of odors ([*SI Materials and Methods*](http://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1722379115/-/DCSupplemental)). Both assays were based on a well-established Pavlovian olfactory learning approach ([@r43][@r44][@r45][@r46][@r47]--[@r48]), where moths were first conditioned (for detection assays) or differentially conditioned (for discrimination assays) to respond to target odors. Twenty-four hours postconditioning, moths were randomly assigned into drug or control injection treatments and tested in a blind format. Based on initial control experiments ([Fig. S2](http://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1722379115/-/DCSupplemental)), an effective dose of ∼1 nL of 50 µM cimetidine was injected into each AL. Fifteen minutes following injection, moths were challenged with a blank stimulus, then a series of increasing concentrations of the conditioned odor to determine the concentration at which they detected the odor as measured by a significant increase in conditioned feeding response relative to the response to blanks. Both groups acquired the conditioned response ([Fig. 3*A*](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}). However, tests subsequent to injection indicated that cimetidine-injected moths displayed an order-of-magnitude higher detection threshold relative to controls ([Fig. 3*B*](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}). This was replicated using a different HA-r antagonist, ranitidine ([*SI Materials and Methods*](http://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1722379115/-/DCSupplemental), [*SI Behavioral Results*](http://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1722379115/-/DCSupplemental), and [Fig. S3](http://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1722379115/-/DCSupplemental)). Collectively, these results suggest that HA within the AL enhances olfactory sensitivity.

![HA-r blockade disrupts behavioral measures of olfactory acuity. (*A*) Acquisition of the conditioned feeding response to a single odor (2-hexanone) as a function of conditioning trial for groups of moths in the detection threshold assay. Twenty-four hours later, one group of moths was bilaterally injected with either 50 µM cimetidine (CIM) in saline vehicle or the saline vehicle without drug (saline) in a blind manner, then tested. (*B*) Conditioned feeding response as a function of odor concentration for the CIM and saline groups. Open and filled arrowheads indicate detection threshold concentrations, for the saline and CIM groups, respectively, as defined by the lowest concentration odor yielding a significant increase in response relative to the blank (one-tailed paired *t* test; *n* = 60; *P* \< 0.001). (*C*) Acquisition of the differential conditioned feeding response to the CS^+^ and CS^−^ stimuli for CIM- and saline-injected groups. Moths were first differentially conditioned to one of the two odorants (2-hexanone or 2-octanone). Both odors were used as the CS^+^ and CS^−^ in separate but equally sized groups to counterbalance odor-dependent effects; for display, data were pooled by CS^+^ and CS^−^. (*D*) Discrimination index \[(CS^−^) − (CS^+^)\] displayed by concentration for the CIM- and saline-injected groups. Open and filled arrowheads indicate discrimination threshold, the concentration at which there was a significant differential response to the CS^+^ and CS^−^ odors using a one-tailed paired *t* tests (saline controls: *P* = 0.03; *n* = 46; CIM injected: *P* = 0.05; *n* = 43). All Regression lines are third-order polynomials and all error bars represent the SE.](pnas.1722379115fig03){#fig03}

As detection is a prerequisite for identification ([@r44], [@r47]), it stands to reason that increased detection thresholds would also impact the moths ability to identify target odors. Here we observed that discrimination thresholds also increased when HA-r function was blocked. Moths in both drug-treated and control groups learned to differentially respond to the CS^+^ (odor paired with 0.75 M sucrose solution) and CS^−^ (odor only) odors ([Fig. 3*C*](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}). Again, 24 h after conditioning, moths were injected with either cimetidine or the saline vehicle, this time in a double-blind format. We then tested with both the CS^+^ and CS^−^ odors across a dilution series of increasing concentration to determine the odor discrimination threshold, the lowest odor concentration at which moths responded significantly more to the CS^+^ relative to the CS^−^ (i.e., a "conditioned differential response") ([*SI Materials and Methods*](http://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1722379115/-/DCSupplemental)). The discrimination threshold for saline-injected moths occurred at an odor concentration of 0.1 µg/2 µL, but when injected with cimetidine, a significant differential response was observed at 10.0 µg/2 µL. Thus, disruption of HA-r function decreases both the ability to detect ([Fig. 3*B*](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}) and identify ([Fig. 3*D*](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}) odors.

Discussion {#s5}
==========

Nervous systems must coordinate sensory with motor network function to adjust sensory processing based on planned and ongoing motor activities. CDCs are one class of neural circuits that provide information about motor output to sensory pathways to optimize sensory processing within the context of specific behaviors. CDCs can be broadly classified into two categories---lower-order and higher-order---defined based on the functional consequence they have on their target sensory pathway ([@r2]). Lower-order CDCs directly inhibit the reafference with precisely timed spikes that gate sensory signals ([@r4]). Higher-order CDCs on the other hand, can activate hundreds of milliseconds before the onset of a behavior and can modulate the state of a sensory network to accommodate imminent changes in behavior ([@r9]). Furthermore, higher-order CDCs do not block or filter the reafferent sensory input; rather, they exploit the reafferent input to facilitate sensory processing ([@r2]). Several studies in insects have characterized different neural circuit mechanisms that coordinate modulation of sensory processing with changes in behavioral state, such as flight- or walking-triggered release of octopamine to modulate processing of visual flow ([@r49][@r50]--[@r51]). Our results indicate that the MDHns are a higher-order CDC that function to disinhibit the AL in advance of imminent motor actions of the wings, enhancing the ability of the AL to entrain to the stimulus temporal structure. MDHn firing rate increases just before and during wing-motor output, but is not synchronous with IIN1b motor neuron spiking, suggesting that the MDHns do not provide precise information about the timing of motor output (i.e., an efference copy), but rather they appear to represent the broad behavioral state of flight.

The input signals that drive MDHn activity remain unknown, although the list of candidates is relatively small and includes: sensory afferents from the wings, legs, and thorax; central neurons that mediate motor patterns; and the motor neurons themselves. Sensory afferents are unlikely to drive MDHns as our approach was to cut all thoracic sensory afferent (and motor) fibers; this occurred ∼45 min before recording. Furthermore, in *M. sexta*, MDHn local processes within the mesothoracic neuromere are restricted to its dorsomedial aspect ([@r30]), while sensory afferents in a closely related moth species predominately innervate its ventrolateral aspect ([@r38]). However, we cannot rule out the possibility that sensory input to the pterothoracic ganglia normally contributes to MDHn activity in intact animals. Additionally, MDHn activity precedes wing-motor output, making it unlikely that motor output drives their activity either. Thus, our anatomical and physiological data suggest that these cells are centrally (as opposed to peripherally) driven.

The ability of the olfactory system to track odor timing is highly dependent on LNs that control a variety of network-wide coding features, including the transient nature of PN responses ([@r52], [@r53]). LNs therefore represent an elegant target for CDCs to regulate a sensory network. Pulse tracking is only weakly present in antennal field recordings in *M. sexta* but dominates AL local field potentials and spiking in at least some PNs. Furthermore, pulse tracking is both odor- and GABA-dependent, which implies lateral interactions clarify this periodic signal ([@r25]). Thus, while GABA mediates pulse tracking in PNs, our current results suggest that the MDHns modulate this ability, and that LNs are the most likely target. Indeed, arthropods express just two HA-rs, both of which are ionotropic Cl^−^ channels ([@r31][@r32]--[@r33]) and the AL of *M. sexta*; the MsHisClB receptor is expressed exclusively by ∼16 GABAergic AL LNs, which broadly ramify the entire AL ([@r30]). This implies that during flight, increased MDHn activity inhibits this subpopulation of inhibitory LNs. While the postsynaptic targets of these 16 LNs are unknown, the consequence of HA signaling is enhancement of the AL network to encode the temporal structure of olfactory stimuli at the level of PN output. This in turn enhances detection and identification at the level of sensory perception. Given that mammalian sniffing behavior produces the same physical flow effects as wing beating, it stands to reason that an analogous system might facilitate olfaction in mammals, although we cannot rule out the possibility that this CDC might also function to generally increase frequency response to the relatively more rapid stimulus temporal structure encountered during upwind flight.

If the MDHns sharpen AL entrainment to pulsed stimuli, how might this result in enhanced behavioral performance in the psychophysical assays of olfactory sensitivity and acuity? Primary olfactory networks are spontaneously active and noisy. Superimposed upon olfactory network dynamics are weak mechanosensory-driven oscillatory dynamics produced by active sampling behaviors, like sniffing ([@r16], [@r17]) and wing beating ([@r23], [@r24]). While AL neurons can be entrained to pulses of clean air ([@r18], [@r25]), moths do not respond to these clean-air pulse trains in behavioral assays (relative to the same duration continuous clean-air stimulus), and thus oscillating mechanosensory responses from the AL are behaviorally subthreshold. However, pulsed odor stimuli are more easily detected in behavioral detection threshold assays than continuous stimuli ([@r25], [@r42]), suggesting that antennal and AL mechanosensory responses, which are time-coupled and summate with odor-evoked activity, may facilitate stronger odor responses. Our results suggest that the MDHns fine-tune AL entrainment to oscillating airflow while the moth is in flight and actively seeking odor sources, rather than canceling out these weak mechanosensory oscillations, as would be the case for a lower-order CDC.

Taking these data together, we demonstrate that the MDHns represent an olfactory CDC that enhances olfactory processing presumably during flight. The MDHns interconnect flight motor centers and the olfactory system and are active during wing-motor output, which results in enhanced the temporal fidelity of AL neurons and odor-guided behavior of moths. Thus, the MDHns meet the criteria of a CDC. Furthermore, the MDHns appear to function as a higher-order CDC to the AL as their activity sharpens temporal entrainment to the stimulus. Thus, the MDHns likely influence the ability of the AL network to track odor timing and facilitate assembly of a salient "olfactory image." Given that odor-guided behavior in *M. sexta* is performed primarily during flight and the MDHns originate in a flight sensory and motor pattern-generating center, we propose that the MDHns optimize olfactory function within the context of odor-guided flight. Finally, given their ubiquity across insects ([@r35]) and their projections into multiple additional sensory processing centers, we have only begun to understand the multimodal nature of MDHn's role in coordinating wing-motor actions with sensory processing.

Materials and Methods {#s6}
=====================

[*SI Materials and Methods*](http://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1722379115/-/DCSupplemental) detail all experimental procedures. Briefly, intracellular recordings of MDHns were made in "CNS intact" preparations that exposes the pterothoracic ganglion and lesions-only nerves emanating from the pro-, meso-, and metathoracic neuromeres to eliminate muscle contraction near the recording site. Multiunit studies of AL neural spiking responses to pulsatile stimuli were performed using a fully intact preparation described in ref. [@r48]. Putative PNs are identified on spiking characteristics ([@r41]). Equal ratios of males and females were used for all behavior pharmacology experiments. All behavioral pharmacological methods and psychophysical assays have been previously detailed ([@r44], [@r46], [@r47]).
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